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Senator talks to
media, executive
threatens with
impeachment
By BILL POND
News Editor

Winona State University student senator Jim
Traeger was the focus of attention last Wednesday
when television station WKBT of La Crosse Wis.
came to campus to interview him about last year's
election controversy.
But Traeger's action meet reprimand from student
senate Vice-President Teresa Coen who urged him
the night before to call off the interview. Traeger said
Coen stated she possessed the power to impeach him
if he did not back off his pursuit of last spring's election controversy with WKBT.
Last spring's student senate election wasrnarred
by many inconsistencies in voting and tabulation procedures which led Traeger and some other students

'04044, „

to call for a new election and an investigation into the
issue. Traeger was a candidate for the vice-president
position and lost narrowly to Coen.
Traeger, who was just elected to a senate at-large
position two weeks ago, had taken the election controversy to the Washington Legal Foundation over the
summer where he was told he had reason enough
to pursue the matter further.
Coen said she had talked to Traeger and wanted
him to call off the interview because she felt the issue
had gone as far as it could go. Coen also said she
did possess the power to impeach Traeger if she liked, but said she never had the intent to impeach him.
"My reaction is that it's time to stop. We can't serve
the students because we're fighting. It has to end.
Here it is, the end of September and we're still fighting
about this bullshit," Coen told the senate.
"I think that it was a big thing because I expressed my opinion about it," Traeger said. "She had no
reason to bring her personal feelings to the meeting.
I questioned under what grounds does she have to
See Traeger page 3

Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen

Recently elected Senator Jim Traeger is interviewed by Paul Anderson and filmed by Mark Wadiurn in the Kryzsko Commons Courtyard. The interview concerned last year's senate elections and was aired on WKBT's six-o-clock news.

City wants landlords responsible
By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

Renters won't be the only ones to pay the
price for loud parties anymore if a City of
Winona feasibility study favors a beefedup enforcement of landlord responsibility.
Winona City Council moved Monday
night to examine how much work would be
needed to uphold a policy holding landlords
responsible.for their tenants' loud parties.
"If young adults want to be treated like
people, they should act like people, not
dogs," said Third Ward City Council
Member Charles Tremain, who asked for
action on the proposed ordinance two

weeks ago. "The thing that galls me the
most is when a citizen complains about the
noise and nuisance and then goes on to say
how people urinated (on his shrubs)."
Tremain said the need for the ordinance
focused on the fact that certain members
of society imposed on the rights of others
in their pursuit of personal happiness. "i
don't have a problem with partying as long
as it's done responsibly — for both the party goer and the neighbor who wasn't invited."
The proposed Winona ordinance is the
same ordinance St. Cloud, Minn. has contemplated passing during the last two

months. At its last city council meeting, St.
Cloud, however, tabled further action on the
proposed ordinance for eight months.
The ordinance Winona City Council is
looking at stipulates a landlord will be called the first time tenants are judged by police
or housing inspectors as treating a noise
disturbance.
The second call to the landlord within 12
months will request in return a letter from
the landlord specifying what actions he has
taken to quiet things down. And a third call
may result in the revocation or suspension
See Landlords page 3

Non-alcohol pub hopes to offer alternative
By DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

The yawns of some Winona State
University students affected by the
drinking age increase will be
answered Oct. 24 with the opening
of a non-alcohol pub on campus.
"Most freshmen will not be of legal
age to drink. We want to offer them
a spot where they can dance and sit
down with their friends, and other

students too," said student Jim Paal,
who helped design the pub.
The Limelight, the pub's name,
was chosen through a contest to see
who could come up with the best
name. Student Chee Lum Lee won
the contest, and $25 for his entry.
The pub itself, will not be located
in any one room on campus. Instead,
it will be portable.
"It will probably be located in the

Smaug (lower level, Kryzsko Cornmons) and will offer students Itza Pizza pizza, mock alcohol drinks and
music," Paal said. "Hopefully we'll
have enough promotion about it (to
get students interested). We'll have
prizes to give away, possibly a
walkman, t-shirts, or jackets with the
pub's name on it."
Decorating the room, setting up
speakers and possibly a light system,

and rearranging the furniture should

change the atmosphere enough for
students to enjoy the pub, Paal said.
"The location won't have that big
of an effect," he said. But, "if we had
the budget we wanted, we'd buy
Bucky's and set up a pub there."
Paal said the pub will be funded in
part from a grant dealing with drinking and driving issues from the Minnesota Department of Public Safety.

"We get one dollar for every full-time
equivalent student we havelast year
it was more than $4,000."
The important thing is starting the
concept of a non - alcohol pub at
Winona State, Paal said. If response
looks good, setting up a permanent
location could be looked into in the
future.

Fake identification paves way for entry to bars
By TISHA HARMS
Chief Reporter

Although Winona bar owners do not report an increase
in students caught using fake ID's, underage Winona
State University students claim they aren't getting carded, and when they do, fake ID's are getting them into
the bars.
Owners and managers of student frequented bars and
liquor stores in Winona, such as Charlie's, Mingle's, and
Langs bars, and Four Seasons and Discount Liquor
stores, said business has not decreased since the new
drinking age went into effect, adding they don't believe
underage persons with fake ID's are supporting
business. Sunshine Bar owner Linda Poblocki said she
has noticed a slight decrease in business this year.
John and Ed (not their real names) are Winona State
students who are not legally old enough to drink, but
have been successful at using fake ID's to get into
Winona's bars.
Winonan photo by Bill Pond

"The key thing to getting in," said John, "is money.
If you hand the guy at the door a 20 dollar bill for cover

charge, the guy's thinking, 'Here's 19 dollars worth of
drinks for us.' He's going to let you in."
Ed and John listed a variety of ways that people obtain or make fake ID's.
Ed said shaving the front numbers on a Minnesota
driver's license and coloring in the rest of the numbers
with a black marker is a common way to alter a Minnesota license from November or December to January
or February. He said there are other ways to alter just
about any number.
Stan said in Wisconsin a person can give an altered,
photo copy of his birth certificate as he applies to renew
his driver's license, and get a real license with false information on it. "They do the job for you," adding he
knows of many people who have successfully used this
method.
John said a place in South Chicago makes fake picture ID's for students who are under age. The place
covers as a check-cashing
See IDs, page 2
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State represenitives fight for district 34 support
By BILL POND
News Editor and

DALE KURSCHNER
Chief Editor

One candidate for the Minnesota
Senate believes her commitment to
committees is the best thing to focus
on during her campaign for reelection in November.
District 34 I-R Sen. Pat
Kronebusch said, "My greatest contribution to the Senate in the last six
years has been daily committee
meetings," adding that getting bills
passed in a democrat controlled
Senate is tough.
"In 1986, 644 bills were brought to
the Senate floor. Of those passed, 28
were republican, one was mine," she
said.
Moreover, Kronebusch's influence
in committee meetings has been instrumental in shaping bills later passed into legislation. "The public isn't
going to know the difference (if she

I. D's
Continued from page 1

place, John said, to avoid police
interference.
Ed is an under-the-drinking-age
Winona State student who has such
an ID. He said that he is successful
in getting into bars with it, because
if a bouncer or bartender questions
it, he just invents a sob story about
losing his driver's license to
speeding tickets.
John and Stan said many Illinois
students are altering their driver's
licenses too, but they refused to say
how. "They (bar owners) don't know
what the Illinois kids are doing yet,"
said John, "so we can't tell you or
they'll look for it."
Mingle's manager Dave Evenson
said he looks at four things when he
checks ID's: the expiration date, the
picture, whether the birthdate looks
altered, and the physical
characteristics of the person.
Evenson said on an Illinois card
the birthdate year is repeated twice,
so if someone alters only one of the
years, it is easy to detect.
If someone displays a fake ID at
Mingle's, Evenson said it is confiscated and kept by management. It
is not Mingle's policy to press
charges, Evenson said. "We're not
into putting kids in jail for wanting to
have a good time," he added.
Evenson said on the average he
confiscates two or three fake ID's per
week, but has recently taken as
many as 7 or eight in a single
weekend night.
Underage Winona State Students

helped or not), but that doesn't matter," she said.
Kronebusch said she remained
confident about re-election, and that
her opponent, though a democrat,
would have a hard time in the
democrat controlled Senate.
She said most the democrats are
from the twin cities, and that those
from out of town are kept out of the
group.
Democratic Nominee Steve Morse
said he would like to focus his attention on how Winona State University could be better utilized by the city
in the areas of technology and
ecology.
"An engineering school for
Winona State is very, very important," said Morse. "The school and
community has to grow in the direction of the economy. This would be
another positive aspect that would tie
in well with the community."
"We need someone working for it.

I'm going to seek an appointment for
the education committee. There is
some momentum now. When the
session starts up, we'll have to keep
fighting for it." Morse said.
Kronebusch expressed equal enthusiasm for the proposed engineering school. "I think it is extremely important to be looking at the penalties
the plastic industry is suffering right
now," she said. "Liability insurance
is high because the industry is so
new."
Winona citizens face a major problem with contamination of ground
water, according to Morse. "This
area is very prone to contamination.
It's an issue where state wide focus
has not been drawn. We're only starting to realize the depth of the problem."
Morse said Winona State could
play a major role in the research and
development of a program dealing
with water contamination in the area.

"People in St. Paul don't give a
hoot about the water down here. This
is a perfectly good opportunity to the
use the college for research," he
said.
But getting funding for the university is another problem that needs to
be addressed Morse said.
"The state university system is
something overlooked by its big
brother—the University of Minnesota. It's important to our area to
get the funding the institution
needs," said Morse.
Morse said he is more qualified for
the position, especially for this district
since he operates an apple farm.
"My business and argricultural
background is a real good example
of what the district is made up of. I'm
committed to doing my part for the
area and to keep it viable."
Morse served three years on the
Winona School Board, which he
feels makes him aware of the educa-

tional system.
"It will be very tight race. But I'm
optimistic. The incumbent has not
addressed many problems," said
Morse.
He added that no major legislation
has been generated by Kronebusch
and feels she does not push hard
enough to get bills through. "It requires more than being a nice person. You have to influence decision
makers. She has a high failure rate,
virtually no legislation. It comes back
to being assertive and dealing with
diverse groups. I think that's what it
takes."
Kronebusch, meantime, contends
she does the best she can in a
democratic majority. "I'd like to ask
him how in the world do you get bills
passed in that type of situation?"

Stan, John, and Ed said they have
only heard of one person from
Winona State getting a fake ID taken
away this year.
"If you're an idiot, you're going to
get caught,"said Stan.
"You have to do quality
work,' ,John said. "If it's quality work,
you'll get in anywhere."
Winona State students Ann and
Julie are also not of age to drink in
Minnesota. Ann has another person's Minnesota license, and Julie
has borrowed ID's from older friends
to get into the bars.
"I don't like the thought of using
a fake ID at all," said Ann, "I know
you can get into a lot of trouble."
Except for Mingle's, whose
workers will take fake ID's, Many
Winona bar owners simply refuse entrance to students with questionable
ID's. Rascal's owner Craig Timm
said he might keep the ID or threaten
to call the police if the person was
causing a hassle.
"The only reason we're taking a
risk is to be accepted," said Julie,
"it's kind of a way to get into the
groove of things."
All underage students questioned
said that the Winona bars are not
consistent in their carding, and that
the majority of the time fake IDs are
used only as security in case they do
get carded.
Ann and Julie said that they know
of many girls who are successful in
using someone elses ID to get into
the bars. John, Stan, Ed estimated
that between 75 and 80 percent of
underage students who want to drink
have or had access to fake ID's. All
Winona bar owners or managers say
that they adhere to strict carding
policies.

"I card everyone if I don't know
them," said Dee Beck of Charlie's.
"And I can tell the fake ID's. I can
tell with my flashlight when they've
(driver's license) been changed."
"I think the word is out about fake
ID's," said Beck. "The kids are real
good here. We haven't had any problems."
Dick Gauser, owner of Home
Beverage, said "Rather than getting
fake ID's, those that aren't old
enough are getting others to buy it
(liquor) for them. Our sales have certainly not decreased."
Sunshine owner, Linda Poblocki
said that the bouncers there card
everyone who looks young or that
they don't know and they are finding
between five and ten fake ID's on an
average Thursday night.
"We've seen quite a few
(students) trying to change the eight
(in their birthdate year) to a three with
white out," said Poblocki. "It's very
easy to catch."
Mingle's manager Dave Evenson
said he thinks it's hard to catch the
fake ID's. "I'm sure that freshmen
are getting in," said Evenson.
Sergeant Tom Nyseth of Winona's
police department, said that using
someone else's ID card, falsifying
your own, or letting someone use
your ID to purchase liquor or get into bars are misdemeanors. A misdemeanor carries a maximum of 90
days in jail and a $500 fine, Nyseth
said.
"If our officer's apprehend anyone
with a fake ID, they charge them,"
said Nyseth.
According to Nyseth, bar owners
can legally deal with fake ID's in
three ways. They can take the ID and
call the police to press charges, they

can refuse service to the person, or
they can take the ID and refuse service without calling the police.
Nyseth said that it is up to bar
owners whether or not they want to
card, but they are responsible for
everyone in that establishment
whether they (the bar owners) are
present or not.
Purchasing or providing liquor for
a minor is a gross misdemeanor

punishable by up to one year in jail
and a $3,000 fine, said Nyseth. That
includes house parties, he added.
Nyseth said that if a bar owner or
bouncer unknowingly let someone in
on a fake ID and the bar was raided
by police, both the bar and the
underage drinker could be charged,
but it would depend on how realistic
the fake ID looked.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

The name has changed — the face is the same.
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Zach's opens bar
on the west side

'

have a satellite that will be able to
pick up hockey games, football
games, and whatnot," he said.
The whole atmosphere of the new
bar, according to Cannon, is a fun
activity center. "This will be different
than Winona is accustomed to.
There will be VCR's showing old
movies, 50s days, beach parties and
so on," he said. Plus, he added, the
bar will house an assortment of video
games, as well as raffles with prizes
hopefully including tickets to major
sporting events in the area. "We're
not sure which ones," Cannon admitted, "Because we haven't bought
them yet."
Cannon couldn't pinpoint an exact
bar that gave him the idea for Z's.
"This will be kind of a mix of all the
sports bars we've been to," he said
after some thought. "We'd like to
make it a big-cities-type atmosphere.
We feel there's a need for this in
Winona, and a lot of people are excited about it."
The hours will cater to the sports
minded individual as well. During the
week, Z's will be open from 3:30p.m.
until 1 a.m., and from 11:00 a.m.
weekends to take advantage of the
football games. "We don't want to
alienate anyone," Cannon said
about the sports theme. "We just
want everyone to have FUN!

By DAVE HOADLY
Staff Reporter

It's back to the grind for the
Ground Round building. Standing
unoccupied for months, the building
will be refurbished and will open this
week for a trial run as "Z's", a
sports-oriented bar owned by the
same people who -own "Zach's on
the Tracks."
Accordina to "7's" manager Tony
Cannon,the buildino will be 2, lot different from the old Ground Round.
"The food will be different than the
Ground Round,"Cannon said, commenting on his menu of sandwiches
and side-orders. "We will grind our
own beef, make our own French
fries, and so on. We want to take the
home-made part of Zach's and move
it out there." Cannon added there
would be generous portions, or what
he called "elephantitis", at the new
bar.
Despite the rather large menu,
Cannon emphasized Z's will not be
a restaurant. "We are definitely going to be more bar-emphasis than
food," he stated. "There will be nine
TV monitors for sports, and we will
have some sporting event on almost
all the time." Cannon acknowledged that NHL and NFL games would
be shown, as well as sport shows not
found on national television."We
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Teresa Coen

MEM
7

Traeger
Continued from page 1
impeach rne, for what I believe in?
"I don't know why she brought up
the word impeach. She said she
could impeach me. But I said she
had no grounds. Then she said she
wants a good working relationship.
I have to question that." added
Traeger.
While Coen did state she had no
intentions of impeaching Traeger, he
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We carry complete
lines of professional
products for your
haircare needs. Get a
10 percent discount on
all services and products with a valid student identification
card.

WANTED:
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Certified Life Guard to
teach a senior citizen water
exercise class 3 days a
week. The class is from 7:30
a.m. to 8:30 a.m. at the
W.S.U. pool Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday.
For more information, call
Margaret at 454-5212 from
7:30 a.m. to p.m.

KARAT

Adult & Junior co-ed classes In
Karate & Self Defense

WHEN:
Monday & Thursdays
6:00-6:45 pm BEGINNERS
6:45-8:00 pm ADVANCED

WHERE:

Hair Design at its
Best!

AVED •

ST. PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH,
COMMUNITY ROOM CORNER OF
BROADWAY AND LAFAYETTE
STREETS. USE THE LAFAYETTE
STREET ENTRANCE. ONLY 3
BLOCKS FROM WSU
COST:
12 WEEKS OF KARATE ONLY $48 PER
PERSON. FAMILY RATES AVAILABLE

REGISTRATION:

parlor & den
279 East 3rd St.
454-4516

Jim Traeger

o
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said he felt she was serious about an
impeachment.
Coen feels, though, if Traeger had
won the vice-president position last
spring, the election issue would not
have been brought up. "My point is
if he had won, it would all be over
with.
"I respect him. I respect his integrity. But if Jim and I have conflicts, it's
going to affect everybody," said
Coen. "I wanted Jim on senate. I
wanted him to work for the students.
I see no problem with Jim and I working together," Coen added.

Jeff Peterson

-A

Traeger feels there is some
animosity in the senate not only between himself and Coen but between
other members. He said if each
senator is doing what he or she is
supposed to do, work for students
and not for their own personal gains,
then issues can be resolved and
handled better. He feels instead,
senators are not willing enough to
see other sides of issues.
"If they (senators) all hop on the
band wagon, and if it gets a flat,
They're all out to lunch," Traeger
said.

U.S. Diplomats explain
terrorism procedures, tactics
Last Thursday one FBI agent and
three State Department officials
discussed the problems and implications of terrorism with students at
Winona State University.
They were at Winona State with 27
other government officials including
members of the State Department,
FBI, CIA, and the U.S. Information
Agency.
Thomas McNamara, deputy assistant secretary of the Bureau of
Political/Military Affairs, said international terrorism is a problem the U.S
and other nations must control. He
said all nations world-wide need to
cooperate together in order to
eliminate the threat of terrorism.
McNamara, though, was not optimistic about the outlook for keeping terrorism in control. He said it
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CLASS SIZE IS LIMITED. PHONE
452-3866 FOR ADVANCED
REGISTRATION OR REGISTER
BEFORE ANY CLASS.
BLACK BELT INSTRUCTORS:
JIM BACKUS & CURT MART
Chief instructor: Mr. Jim Backus, 19 years
experience in the Martial Arts Director of
Midwest Academy.

could take anywhere from 10 to 20
years to get terrorism under control.
Ralph T. Laurello, assistant director of operations of the Bureau of
Diplomatic Security said the U.S is
making increased efforts to protect
American diplomats overseas from
any possible terrorist action.
Laurello stressed there has been
better security cooperation between
U.S security agencies and those of
many foreign countries with U.S
Embassies.
The presentation ended with a
question and answer session where
students were able to debate terrorism issues with the panel.
Winona State senior Ken Malvey
stated, "I think the whole discussion
was enlightening...but I think that it's
too bad that more people don't find
it a major concern and that they
didn't show up."
Political Science Club President
Bob Basch said, "It was extremely
informative...we were very fortunate
to get it. You just don't get 30
diplomats coming to your school
every day, it's really a treat."
The seminar did, however, receive
mixed reviews. Winona State student
Phil Schmidt said, "I didn't think
it was too informative."

Schmidt said he felt the question and
answer period really did not provide
a lot of additional information regarding terrorism. He said he felt the
panelists avoided some questions
directed towards them and overall
they answered in "generic terms"
The presentation was not the sole
purpose for the group being on campus at Winona State. McNamara
said, "Actually it's incidental to our
trip here, we were asked by the
political science department to do
this, and since we had an hour between the morning's activities and the
luncheon, I just agreed to do it."
The State Department officials
who came to the campus took
sabaticals from their usual jobs to examine the agricultural situation in the
U.S., look at problems and prospects, and learn how to deal better
in foreign agricultural trade.
Professor Ahmed El-Afandi,
chairperson of the political science
department, said that the FBI and
CIA personnel are touring with the
group to further their own education
of the U.S. so they can perform their
job better. El-Afandi said that the
group was in Winona because the
surrounding area is a good example
of the midwest.

Landlords

dinance as a reaction against drinking. "It all comes down to responsibility," he said
Mankato, Minn., and Stevens
Point, Wis., have ordinances in effect similar to what Tremain and
others would like to see implemented
in Winona.
The feasibility study will show
whether it is in Winona's best interest
financially to implement such an
ordinance.

Continued from page 1
of a landlord's rental license, which
will only be returned after fines per
each unit are paid to the city.
Some city officials said the ordinance could cut down the number
of patrol hours needed in sections of
town known for loud parties. But Tremain said he didn't see the or,

The Shady Rest Hotel
The guys are great, the girls are the best. Life's a beech at the Shady Rest
Android, Fifi, But-pin', Babbles, \'lad, Tex, Wild, TK, Dl, and Thomas

Remember kiddies, baked beans prevail. And don't forget
to vote for Bob—Homecoming king.
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Leaders problem again
Editor's note: There are positive and negative things to be said about last
week's student senate meeting, which have been divided into two editorials.
The negative comes first because it is the more important of the two. For
if the negative is not corrected, that which is positive will not matter.

The president and vice president of the student senate blew it last
Wednesday. With the first formal senate meeting of the year, involving
enthusiastic new senators and an interested audience of about 25
students, this year's senate leaders actually looked worse than last year's.
Desiring to improve senate's scarred image, they blew it.
All the hype about last year's senate officers hiding things from its
senate was nothing compared to the abuse and lack of power by the vice
president and president, respectively, last week.
Never have we seen or heard of such inappropriate actions (or lack
there of) from supposed democratic leaders as we did about Teresa Coen
and Jeff Peterson last week. We list the vice president first because she
is actually the senate's leader, overriding Peterson, or telling him what
to say when he has a whim to say something.
Of course Peterson did make one independent statement last week
when he pulled rank on a senator who had the floor, by saying "I have
the chair. I can take control of the floor anytime I want."
Coen, on the other hand, said too much for her own good. She threatened to impeach a senator for expressing his views to the media, defending her action by saying she takes an attack against the senate personally. She jumped the gun when she became extremely defensive while
a student was voicing his concerns at the meeting by interrupting him
and shouting he had no right to be saying what he was saying. His comments were not about the Winona State student senate, nor were they
implied to be, yet she took them as such. Coen also told a senator, and
later this paper's editor, that content in the Winonan could be controlled
by the senate because it receives student activity fees.
We hope it was just an extemely bad week for those two, and that they
remember what leadership is about before it's too late. It means leading
by example, letting others work on the framework their leaders establish,
and keeping control of an organization's meeting. For Peterson, that
means quieting his subordinate when she is extremely rude and out of
line. And for Coen, it means controlling her power, both in application
and in thought.
This year's student senate shows the best promise of any senates in
the last four years at Winona State University.
Though it still has its Hitler youth types, quiet thoughtful types and
power-monger types, the senate has some different types in it this year
— those who are not afraid to be themselves, to express their own view
points, and to check things out before making a decision.
One student imitated former Senator Joe McCarthy last week as he
interrogatedand intimidated judicial board applicants. It was called rude
by many, but it was different from the stagnant norm of a one-party senate.
And it got results — some of the candidates looked like idiots, others
made the interogator look like an idiot, and some good facts were shared
that the lockjaw types wouldn't have heard otherwise.
But the diversity of the senate this year is its strong point. Some
senators so different from other senators each kind stirs emotions and
thoughts in the other, creating the closest thing to a real senate possible. The senate is finally a group of people with strong ideas and emotions this year, creating a field where both sides of an issue can be addressed before decisions are made.
And with good leadership by Peterson, Coen and Ebertowski shaping
it, the mix will create a truly mixed representative group of the student
population at Winona State.

Winter brings towing
Winter time campus parking conditions are ridiculous, and action should
be taken to correct that situation before the first snow, and tow.
Any student with a car living in a dorm this winter will have to move
his car to the opposite side of the street every night.
An ordinance passed by the city council last January, alternate side
parking, requires cars be parked on the side of the street corresponding
with the number of the that day's date — odd or even — between Nov.
1 and May 1.
On-campus parking, currently sufficient for dorm students with cars,
will become wortheless in the winter, under the city's one-way street policy
— no parking 12 a.m. to 7 a.m., Nov. 15 through April 15.
There exists today one-way streets in Winona which are given special
exceptions to the snow ordinance usually applied to one-ways. And
Winona State University's campus streets should be included with those
exceptions.
This is our campus, and we should be able to park our cars on its streets
all year long, every hour of the day. Snow removal procedures could be
modified to cope with a change in the parking rules on Winona State's
one-way streets.

Readers' View
H uman rights
and sanctions
To the Editor:

Let us consider the case of
South Africa. The editors of the
Winonan, and the Reagan administraition, feel that we should
not use economic sanctions and
divestment to pressure the white
minority government to end their
policy of Aparthied. They also state
that the U.S. should not work to improve the human rights of the people of South Africa.
This is a fallacy. Let us look at
past cases where U.S. allied
governments were allowed to oppress the people at will. We could
look at Iran, or Nicaragua, or Cuba,
or Angola, China, Libya, or Vietnam. And yet, we allow the white
minority government of Pik Botha
to continue to oppress, to maime,
imprison, attack, beat, and kill the
black majority. Unchecked.
Will a policy of using sanctions
and divestment drive the Botha
regime into the arms of the
Soviets? Another fallacy.
The Soviets have already given

their support to the terrorist arm of
the African National Congress.
They will not change sides in the
middle of the battle. If we allow
Aparthied to continue, the Botha
regime will be overthrown, and the
U.S. will lose yet another allied
government.
The editors also seem to feel that
we should ignore the human rights
of these oppressed people. Who
but the U.S. should stand for the
human rights of all people? The
British, who ignore bans on arms
sales and continue to oppress the
people of Northern Ireland? The
French, who send their secret service agents into New Zealand to
assinate unliked environmentalists? The United States has,
ever since the writing of the Constitution, been dedicated to the
cause of human rights. We can
also look back on the work of such
men as: Jefferson, Carter,
Roosevelt, Wilson, and Kennedy,
all of whom worked to better the
human rights of all people.
It is quite easy for the editors of
the Winonan to discount the
human rights of the black majority
in South Africa. The editors indulge
in the world's finest educational
system. They take advantage of
the world's oldest democracy, and

highest standard of living. They
work and live under the protection
of the Constitution and Bill of
Rights. Documents and ideas
which grant them freedoms they
take for advantage.
Do the editors feel that only
Americans should have basic
human rights? Perhaps like the
Reagan Administration they see
human rights enforcement as a
political tool. Pressure your
enemies, placate your allies.
Perhaps the editors should take
time out from spring break and
travel to a country not so fortunate.
This may help them gain some sort
of understanding. Perhaps they
should intern in East Germany. As
one who has spent some time in a
Communist country, I think it would
provide them with an entirely new
and different perspective on the
human rights they take advantage
of, but are unwilling to provide for
the people of South Africa.
The U.S. must continue to support the cause of human rights for
all people, regardless of color,
alliance, or national origin.
Sincerely,
Brad W. Mackinaw
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Commen ary
Off the Record
By Paul Marszalek

Lady? Madonna
A music video caught my eye recently.
The video was for Madonna's new single Papa Don't Preach.
Now, it shouldn't be a big surprise that the clip caught my eye. I consider myself a red-blooded American male, and that video would catch
the attention of any red-blooded American male.
For the most part, the video consists of scenes of a punky Madonna
trotting about with her James Dean-like grease monkey boyfriend.
Intercut are scenes of the siren, looking like a modern day Marilyn
Monroe, singing and dancing about in a sexy, low cut, black leotard.
It's the sexy, low cut, black leotard part that gets the attention of most
red blooded American males.
Why is that? Is it the outfit itself? Or is it the gyrating movements of
Madonna that most red blooded American males find so titillating?
It might be something more revealing.
A red blooded American male, and a friend of mine, Mike, tipped me
off to the October 1986 issue of Stereo Review. An article on page 123
suggested that there is a brief scene in Papa Don't Preach in which
,Madonna "pops right out of the top" of that sexy, low cut, black leotard.
As a rule, I like to keep abreast of the latest in the music world, so
I enlisted Mike's help in order to verify the claim.
MN airs Papa Don't Preach at least ten times a day. So all we needed was a few hours of MTV on tape, and we could examine the footage.
Sure enough, Mike had little trouble getting a copy of the clip.
After watching the video several times at regular speed. I couldn't see
anything to fuss about. I thought perhaps that the rumor was a bust.
Then Mike pointed out a brief, very brief, edit that looked funny. It looked
almost as if it didn't belong.
He rewound the tape and played it back in slow motion.
BOINK!
There it was. Out of that sexy, low cut, black leotard popped Madonna's left breast.
After a frame by frame viewing, we determined that the scene was intentionally cut into the video.
If that isn't enough, MTV is running a contest in which viewers can
direct Madonna's next video. In the promotional spot, MTV used the very
scene where Madonna's wayward breast makes an eight frame cameo
appearance.

I really don't know what to make of this. Eight frames at regular viewing speed go virtually unnoticed. But why was the scene edited in?
Was it just a little joke on the part of the editors? Was it put there as
a publicity stunt so bored people like me would spend an hour trying to
find it? If so, it worked, because I'm sitting here giving Madonna all kinds
of press.
Was it put there, as the conservative lot will undoubtedly claim, to incite viewers into a frenzy of sexual promiscuity?
I'm inclined to think it was put there as a joke.
I also think it's kind of funny.
However, I also thought about what effect this kind of activity might
have. Common sense tells me it's harmless.
But think of the possibilities. Fast edits could be in advertising or
subliminal big brother-type stuff.
Who knows? Maybe Madonna's left breast is just the tip of the iceberg.
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--Readers' ViewThe reasons
for my action
To the Editor:
In the past months you
(students) have been reading about
a problem that has plagued our
university's student governing
body (The student senate). You
have become aware of the same
discrepancies in last spring's
election.
Some people have asked me
why I have kept this issue alive
concerning the spring elections. I
have responded countless times
because the issue has never been
resolved.
When we wanted to talk about it
last spring some senators played
the political game and sat outside
the meeting room, which resulted
in no quorum (and) no decision.
I thought the problem would go

Leaders wrong
To the Editor:
It was with particular interest that
I sat in on the Oct. 1 student senate
meeting. As everyone expected,
the topic finally rolled around to
senator Jim Traeger's comments
to the public media about last
spring's student senate elections.
Apparently, after all was said and
done to the media, Senate Vicepresident Teresa Coen had some
words with Traeger about his
comments.
She admitted telling him that she
had the power to initiate impeachment proceedings to have him
removed from student senate if she
so desired. Even though Coen told
the gallery at the meeting that she
had no intentions of doing so, such
words, even in the context of
"emotional strain," are an unfortunate commentary on Coen's
attitude.
To respond in such a manner to
Traeger's personal opinions legally expressed and covered by the
first amendment, Coen indicates a
power trip that may be detrimental
to the Senate. Should all senators
need be wary of expressing their
opinion to this paper and other
forms of media because vice-king
Coen might disapprove and
threaten expulsion? The student
senate is based on the legislatures
of the U.S. government and as
such is assumed to embrace the
federal government's legal processes. Can you imagine the

away during the summer. Some
said "let it go, we'll do better next
time." Well, that's not enough.
Our elective process is the best
in the world regardless if its a national election or one at WSU. If the
integrity of the elective process in
any election is not upheld we are
putting in danger all elective process, however large or small.
I realize nothing will ever probably be done about last year's
election but maybe, those of us
who really care may help to prevent
it from ever happening again or
anywhere else where we may be
involved in the future.
I would have to question Mr.
Peterson's leadership ability (student senate president) when in fact
he refused countless times to face
the problem. The best way to solve
a problem is not by denying its existence but by meeting it head on.
At no time did I strive to accuse
any individual of wrong doing. I on-

ly accused our election process. If
you look at this issue on a legal or
moral aspect you will find that we
could have probably dragged it
through the courts and won. That
will not happen. I ask you to
remember the issue and learn from
it but not make irrational decisions
in its memory.
The integrity of the student
senate may be questionable. Its
leadership responsibility may be
questionable. But I will strive to do
what a student senator is supposed to do and that is listen to student
concerns and help them in the best
way I know how.
Some get into student senate for
themselves or because it looks
good on their resume. This I have
NOT done. My number one priority in student senate are the
students themselves.
Jim Traeger
Student Senator

uproar if Speaker Tip O'Neill
threatened to impeach a Representitive because that person expressed personal beliefs to the media?
To the point, I think Coen owes
Traeger a public apology for what
she said to him, emotional stress
or not. Further, I think she should
be warned that her position is that
of a representative on a democratic
body and as such should be very
careful on how she flexes her
muscles in the future.
And while we are on the subject
of apologies, I think SenatePresident Jeff Peterson owes a public
apology to the senator he spurned
with the words "I control the floor.
I can have it when I want."
David E. Hoadley

There is nothing uglier than a poor
loser and someone who claims to
be trying to help an organization
when in reality his actions do
nothing but bring that organization
down to further his own political
career.
Richard Dipple

Traeger baby
To the Editor:
Well I wonder if the poor baby
will stop crying now. Poor Mr.
Traeger, drops a bundle on last
springs election, poor Mr. Traeger
loses to a more experienced and
known senator in last springs vicepresidential election. So poor Mr.
Traeger goes crying to anyone who
listens. Then when they listen to
poor Mr. Traeger they tell him that
he doesn't have a leg to stand on
— so he cried to someone else.
Well Mr. Traeger, I hope you
realize that you have done nothing
but hurt your credibility on this
campus and with this student.

Senate chaos
To the Editor:
I am a freshman this year at
Winona State. I attended Wednesday's student senate meeting.
After attending the meeting I
concluded that the meeting itself
was utter chaos with no organization what-so-ever. I observed a
power hungry vice president who
seems to express her personal
matters where they don't belong.
I observed the president being a
mere puppet of Teresa Coen. I
don't think that a senate meeting
is a time or place to discuss the texture and color of a student senate
polo shirt. I also observed Teresa
Coen threaten to impeach senator
Jim Treager with no basis or
grounds evident but by merely expressing his opinion for what he
believes.
This sort of meeting which the
executive officers ran reminds me
of the system of government in
which the Soviet Union uses today.
Jim's concerns are of that of the
students and not of some polo
shirts.
C.P. Beverly

Cigarette smoking; reasons to keep doing it
Cigarette smoking is the most important
preventable cause of death today. Nationally 33.5 percent of the population smokes,
which is a decrease from 42 percent five
years ago. Smoking just one pack a day
doubles the risk of sudden death from a heart
related problem.
Nicotine is just one of the 1,000 chemicals
in smoke. Nicotine increases blood pressure
and heart rate, and increases the clotting
ability of the blood which makes the heart
work harder circulating the blood through the
body.
Cigarette smoke also causes the small air
sacs in the lungs to lose their elasticity. After
years of subjecting the lungs to smoke these
sacs become unexpandable. This causes

On Health

By Bonnie Clipper

each breath to be less productive. The lungs
continue to work harder but take in less as
endurance is drastically reduced.
Smoking also yellows teeth and fingers,
causes bad breath, causes foul odors in the
hair and clothes, and is irritating to the eyes
and throat. By smoking you also risk lung,
throat, mouth, bladder, pancreas and urinary
cancer. Smokers suffer from more COIUS aria

respiratory infections than non-smokers.
Smokers use more sick days in the
workplace than non-smokers. Is it really
worth it? A smoker's life is cut by an average
of 5 1/2 years.
Smoking affects not only smokers but nonsmokers as well. Non-smokers inhale second
hand smoke which causes eye and throat irritations, coughing, headaches and clothing

and hair odors. A smoker subjects many people to their smoke.
If you think smoking a low tar or low
nicotine cigarette will cut down on these
hazards, you're wrong! Studies show that
smokers who use low tar or low nicotine
cigarettes smoke more cigarettes and increase the intensity of their inhalations to
achieve the same effect as the higher tar and
nicotine cigarettes.
If you quit smoking, in one year your body
will be free of most of the toxins produced
by smoking. In ten years your body returns
to normal as if you never smoked at all. We
have put up with smoke for too long. Go
smoke free for everyone's sake.
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Weight room too hot, causes student to faint
By TRACY KLOVENS
Staff Reporter

Heat has not been a major factor
in Winona lately but it was a problem
for one Winona State Student on
Sept. 26 in the WSU weightroom.
A woman only identified as Sandy
W. was taken by ambulance to Community Memorial Hospital. She suffered heatstroke, according to Tom
Dickey, director of intramurals, which
oversees and maintains the
weightroom.
The problem of heat in the
weightroom is not a new one.
However, Jeff Erday, a junior, recalls
that particular day was extremely
hot.
"There were a lot of complaints
that day about the heat when I was
using the room. It seemed hotter
than any other day in the summer,"

`We don't need it this hot. It defeats the purpose of
weightlifting.'
Austin
Erday said.
There has been varied descriptions of the temperature in the
weightroom but the consensus is that
something needs to be done.
Senior Bob Wenzel who uses the
weightroom frequently, said it has
not been that bad but does admit
some sort of mechanism could be
used to draw the hot air out.
"Maybe some fans or more ventilation would help, but it would probably cost a lot," Wenzel said.
On the other side of the coin,
senior Andy Austin went so far as to

talking to Dickey about the problem.
"He knows about the problem
people have told him," admitted
Austin.
Austin has said the heat has actually stopped him from continuing
his workout.
"We don't need it this hot, it
defeats the purpose of weightlifting.
Heat makes you lose weight and we
are not here to lose weight," Austin
said.
Austin does see the problem of
getting things done because money
has to be allocated. However, he

Students complain about aid
By BLAKE GOTTSCHALK
Asst. Staff Reporter

After a month into the school year,
many Winona State University
students still have tuition bills to account for due to late disbursements
of their loans.
An unidentified Winona State student said he placed an application in
the financial aid office for a SelfLoan, which was established by the
Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Board, and was unaware
that he did not receive all the neccessary forms for the application.
"Instead of sending me the form
I needed, they went and processed
my form, but it came back because
it wasn't complete. This added to my
processing time, he said."
Another unidentified Winona State
student said the financial aid office
was responsible for losing his file. "I
didn't even have a file, my records
were mixed in with somebody else's.
It was lost for a month-and-half."
One student claimed she turned in
her GSL by mid August and said she
did not receive her loan until late
September. "The financial aid office
couldn't locate my file. I thought they
lost it for good."
"Even though I didn't get my application in on time, they kept telling
me 'two weeks', and my rent was

due today and I'm broke." added
another student.
Director of Financial Aid, Robert
Leitzau said the financial aid office
is about two weeks behind. "We
couldn't process needs basis awards
unti July 21 because it depends on
when Congress dertermines what
the funding will be. The time was
compressed more than it has ever
been." Leitzau said.
Leitzau said the university has
been giving out emergency loans to
help make up for any problems
students may have encountered.
Leitzau said most loans have been
processed on time.
So far the financial aid office has
processed 1,078 GSL's, and they expect to process around 2,000 by the
1987 academic year.
"By in large, the key to fiancial aid
is filling out the form correctly and at
the right time." Leitzau said.
But students, who are eligible, can
get involved with the work study program to make money to pay for their
education.
Winona State has both a federal
work study and a state work study
program.
Assitant Financial Aid Director
Sandy Roraff said the state allocates
money to the school, which the
university must match.

In 1985 the state allocated
$105,872 to Winona State in workstudy funds. the university matched
the allocation bringing the total up to
$132,000.
Roraff said work study jobs benefit
many students because it gives them
exposure to other departments and
people on and off campus. "It's a
good opportunity for students
because the work is arranged around
the student's classes, and the student can select their own job."

gave his opinion on how to handle
the heat problem.
"They could cut back from other
areas and put more into the room,"
acknowledged Austin.
It is not that easy to do because
the proper method has to be taken,
according to Tom Dickey.
"The matter is being dealt with internally and the proper people are
being notified, I just do not want to
make an issue out of it," Dickey said.
Dickey would not divulae who he

has contacted but did say the money
would come from the university and
not intramurals.
Dickey admitted the university is
not fully aware of the heat problem
but the process of taking care of it
is underway.
The amount of money to counter
the problem is still up in the air but
Dickey said it doesn't look to be very
costly.
Dickey has no idea when the problem would be solved but said
sooner the better.
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Campus Shorts

Eating Disorders
Eating Disorders — A Growing Problem on College Campuses
1)Do you binge (eat large amounts of food in a brief period of
time)?
2)Do you feel that once you start a binge you are typically unable
to stop yourself voluntarily?
3)When you binge, is it often in secret and hidden?
4)Do you feel depressed and put yourself down after a binge?
5)Do you have an Intense fear of becoming fat, a fear which does
not diminish even as you lose weight?
6)Do you feel "fat" even when others tell you you are thin, or
emaciated?
7)Have you repeatedly tried to lose weight by restrictive diets,
self-induced vomiting, laxative use, or overexercise?
8)Does it seem like eating and your weight are constantly on
your mind?
9)Are you unable to eat in ways that you want to or that you
know are good for you?
10)Does your eating cause you emotional, physical, social or
other problems?
\
'
These are the more common signs of eating disorders. Eating
disorders fall into two categories: bulimia, anorexia nervosa. It
is estimated that over 10 percent of all college women suffer from
some kind of eating disorder. They are serious problems which
can greatly affect one's emotional and physical health. Peole with
eating disorders typically need professional help to recover from
these problems.
For information or help with these problems call Hunt Cudahy
or Elizabeth Burke at WSU Counseling Center, Ext. 5330.
A public service announcement from the Wmondll
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DIABETES
Attend the meeting to discuss the
formation of a Winona area chapter
of the American Diabetes Association Oct. 16, 7:30 p.m. Community
Memorial Hospital. Call 457-5124 for
more information.
GUTHRIE THEATRE
Student-faculty trip, Sat. Nov. 8.
Leave 8:00 a.m. by bus to see play
Rhinoceros. Cost, $14 for ticket and
bus. Ticket only $8. Bus only $10.
Call David Bratt at 457-5241 by Wed.
Oct. 8 for more information.
BUSINESS LAW SEMINAR
Issues in Employment Law include,
sexual harassment, defamation, and
comparable worth. Offered winter
quarter, 1 p.m. MTWR. Contact Judy
Gernander for more info.
REAL ESTATE
Real Estate Licensure classes
begin again in Oct. and Nov. at
WSU. Course 1 will be held Oct.
25-26 and Nov. 1-2. Course 2 will be
held Nov. 8-9, 15-16, and will be
open to those who satisfactorily complete course 1. Classes meet from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Minne Hall.
Please register by Oct. 17 through
the Regional Campus Office. Contact 457-5080 or 5084, 112 Somsen.
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...and Today, there's the Winonan...

Rent One Movie
I at the Regular Price,
Ammumiar Get a 2nd Movie

OELI STORES
ONLY

Limit one coupon per purchase. Mole supply lam.

Mon. 10/13

As far back as time goes, man has
sought a means by which to communicate
with those of his kind.
He began with drawings in the sand,
and later, drawings on cave walls...

10" Size
or Larger

KWIIC TRIP COUPON

10 a.m. Homecoming Parade.
11 a.m. Athletic Hall of Fame luncheon, KCC.
11:30 a.m. Beer tent and "Fest Grounds" Loughrey Field.
11:30 a.m. Blue Grass band Beats Workin' Loughrey Field.
1 p.m. Pre-Game show, Maxwell Field.
1:30 p.m. Football game vs. Southwest State Mustangs.
4 p.m. Alumni Social and Dinner—Zach's on the Tracks.
All day Sugar Loaf Classic Forensics Tournament.

Tues. 10/14

TRIP

Kwik Trip Fresh Daily

Whooper eating

4 p.m. ASO meeting, Purple Room 106.

OPENEARLYttATE

I

Thurs. 10/9

1 p.m. Non-Trads meeting. Office in the Smaug.
8 p.m. Homecoming Dance with the Rockin' Hollywoods McCown Gym. Ad
mission is a Homecoming button.

3 p.m. SASW meeting.

Cheese Mountain
Pizza

with this coupon.

Wed. 10/8
5 p.m. Math/CS speaker on Communications-Victor Wears.
8 p.m. Louie Anderson Show, Talbot Gym. Admission is a Homecoming
button.

Fri. 10/10

r KW/1C

Worth
Cigarettes

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Interested in photojournalism?
Then join the National Press
Photographer's Association. A better way to get insight to the world
of photojournalism as it happens.
Contact Beth at 457-5119, 113
Phelps Hall.

8 a.m. LCC Bible study, 207 W. 7th St.
5 p.m. Pep fest, Courtyard by Kyrzsko Commons. Includes
contest, air band competition.
8 p.m. Coronation of King and Queen, Talbot Gym.
9 p.m. Reception for all royalty, Baldwin Lounge.
All day Sugar Loaf Classic Forensics Tournament, PAC.

•Broadway & S. Baker
•Broadway & Mankato

•Fifth & Orrin
•Huff & Sarnia

Available at all 4 stores

50C Off

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDED
Winona State External Studies
awarded junior Marie E. Karasch
a $500 scholarship from the Alpha
Sigma Lambda Honor Society
Adult Education Foundation.
Karasch, a psychology and
english major, is one of four national recipients for the 1986-87
academic year. The scholarships
are based on academic achievement, leadership, service, communication skills and need.
Applications for the 1987-88
scholarships will be available in
the WSU Regional Office, Somsen
111, after Jan. 5.

CLUB CALENDER

10/19/86

COUPON —

Regular Carton Price of

ENGLISH PLACEMENT EXAM
New fall quarter freshmen who
have not taken the Freshman English
exam need to report to PAC 154, 4
p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 14, PAC 154, 2
p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 16, or the
Purple Room in the Student Union
10 a.m. Wednesday, Oct. 22.
New Fall quarter transfer students
who did not receive transfer credit for
110 Freshman Composition must
take the exam at one of the times as
indicated above. New winter quarter
f reshmen and transfer students who
plan to pre-register may take the exam on Oct 22. Students must successfully complete the exam before

being allowed to register for English
110.

Sat. 10/11

Rent a Movie
or VCR

STORES

WOMEN'S RESEARCH
The Minnesota branch of the
American Council on Education/National Identification Project will provide stipends for undergraduate or
graduate women. Awards up to $200
per research project will be granted.
For more information contact
Michele Gargen at 457-5024.
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Switching from player to
coach big transition to make
PHOTOS BY MARK HOFFMAN
TEXT BY WAYNE BOWER
(ELLENDALE, MINN.)
Going from player to
coach can be a difficult transition, but former Winona
State University defensive back, John Howe has appeared to make the switch fairly easily.
Howe was a member of the 1983 Northern Intercollegiate Conference Championship team and is now
the Head Coach at Ellendale-Geneva High School.
Along with being the football coach, Howe is a second
grade teacher in the Ellendale elementary school.
"It really isn't that difficult going from second graders
to high school athletes," said Howe. "It makes you appreciate the high schoolers."
Howe did also admit that he catches himself over explaining things to his ball players.
Before coming to Ellendale, Howe did his student
teaching in Indianapolis, which is quite a change from
Ellendale's population of 555.
"It hasn't been that tough for me, I come from
a rural background," said Howe, who is a native of
Winona. "I know about farming and that helps me
understand what the kids are talking about."
The Raiders of Ellendale-Geneva haven't given Howe

much to be happy about, thus far this season. As of yet
Howe is looking for his first win as a head coach.
"The town has been very understanding," said Howe,
"I think they understand that we are doing the best that
we can. If we keep losing though it might be a different
story."
Since Howe's collegiate playing experience was spent
on the defensive side of the line of scrimmage, he had
to look back to his earlier playing days in order to make
up a play book.
"I mixed in what we did in high school, what I saw in
college and what I had read in books," Howe said.
Howe explained that he tried to keep the offense basic.
I just put the book together based on the players that
I had heard about. We'll get more complex as time goes
on."
The experience of head coach has given Howe a
chance to learn as much as it has given him a chance
to teach.
Among the things that Howe has learned is the
absence of the dumb jock stereotype.
"The brighter the student the better the ball player,"
said Howe. "In a small town it becomes more obvious,"
Howe continued, "with the exception of the superathlete, there is no such thing as a good athlete-dumb
student."

State Highway 30 curves into town past the grain elevator and
becomes Main Street.

In addition to his coaching duties, Howe soemtimes has to double as the the team's trainer.

Line Ruled
1 or Office

Howe calls a play from the sidelines.

Howe pins clown drawings that his second grade class drew themselves to a bulletin board.
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The Raiders of Ellendale-Geneva haven't given Howe a victory as of yet but, 'The town has been very understanding.'
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Y-Friends group

cultivates many
new friendships
By LIZ MILLER
Staff Reporter

One way to make a young friend
in Winona is through an outlet called Y-Friends at the YWCA in
Winona.
The YWCA of Winona offers one
of those outlets called Y-Friends.
This program gives adults the
chance to develop one-on-one relationships with socially and emotionally disadvantaged kids.
An offshoot of the nationally known
Big Brother/Sister program, the Yfriends program serves children fr6m
various backgrounds.
Some of the children in the program come from single parent
homes. Other children come from
families, which, for one reason or
another, are unable to give their
children the attention that they need.
Although these children come
from different backgrounds, they
share a common need, the need for
companionship.
In fact, this need is so great that
there is a constant list of children
waiting for companions.
The program is strictly voluntary.
It is neither costly nor time consuming and there is no specified amount
rf time that a ,, ollinteer must spend
with a child.

Y-friends' Coordinator Linda Olson
asks the volunteer to contact his or
her Y-friend weekly to establish a
relationship.
"The quality of the visit counts
more than the amount of time spent
together," said Winona State University volunteer Tom Schoener.
There are many activities
Schoener said he does with his two
Y-friends, Michael and David.
They do anything from listening to
the radio to watching the deer at
Prairie Island together. "I try to get
they outdoors and away from the
television," Schoener said.
Schoener began his volunteering
as part of his field experience for his
social work major.
Although his field experience ended last March, he is still involved in
the program. " I have as much fun
as the kids do," said Schoener.
The qualifications for being a
volunteer are few, but a volunteer
must be committed.
According to Pam Jans who is
another volunteer, "It's not like
babysitting at all."
The volunteer takes on the role of
an adult model. They must be dependable and willing to listen.
"If your not going to get involved,"
said Schoener, "don't get into it".

Forensics coach
hopeful for season
By DAVE HOADLEY
Staff Reporter

of admission, those who need special help, put them
on appropriate programs and, in short, help them clear
academic hurdles.
According to Dennis Martin, director of institutional
research at Winona State, the research is a pioneering effort in predicting students' academic
performance.
The research would also for the first time help
establish permanent and highly organized student data,
said Martin.
Before, student data was scattered between the
registrar's and admissions offices.
Martin said the research accounts for only part of the
entire evaluation structure.
For instance, some students with high scores on entry exams might not get good grades in college.
10
It might be attributed to ,a student's inability

The Winona State University forensics team proves the old adage that
hard work and a bit of luck can get you ahead in life.
With the right amounts of these two ingredients, Coach Cindy Carver
hopes the team can repeat as Minnesota State Champions, and maybe
even regain a high national ranking.
At last year's national tournament, the team placed 20th ranked 30th
over the entire year (out of 820 colleges), but Carver, along with partners Rick Hudson and new coach Kent Hummel, thinks this year's team
can surpass those marks and maybe even bypass the number six ranking they held in 1983.
"We've got five or six returning students who should be a big help to
this team," Carver said. But, she added, it would be a team effort all the
way around.
"We have a very balanced squad (of new and returning talent), and
it will take seven or eight people coming together to go to nationals,"
she said.
Carver said she hoped for a travelling squad of about 40.
The team has a season consisting of two halves, each consisting of
nine tournaments.
While the second half of the season has not been scheduled yet, the
first section opens in North Dakota Oct. 3 and 4, then comes to Winona
Oct. 10 and 11, where the team will host the Sugar Loaf Classic Forensics Tournament.
For the next four weekends, the team travels to Mankato State University Oct. 17 and 18, the University of Wisconsin at River Falls Oct. 24
and 25, South Dakota State University at Brookings Oct. 31 and Nov.
1, then to Minneapolis for the University of Minnesota tournament Nov.
7 and 8. The team will compete at the University of Wisconsin at Stout
Dec. 5 and 6.
Other scheduled tournaments include one-day events with the Twin
Cities Forensics League, and another one day event in Iowa.
Carver stated that there was a good chance that the whole squad might
qualify for the National Forensics Association national tournament in April
being held in Mankato, Minn. this year.
This is the first time in many years that the tournament has been held
in a site west of the Mississippi according to Carver.
She related that the location of the tournament may be an advantage
for the Winona squad because the team would be familiar with the
campus.

See Study, page 12

See Forensics, page 12

Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen

Todd Huntley, junior at Winona State University, plays all-star wrestling with nine-year-old Alex Logan,
his Y-Friends friend.

Study underway this fall to predict
students' academic performances
By KWONG WAI YU
Asst. Staff Reporter

This fall, Winona State University is embarking on
a long-term research project designed to help predict
students' chances for success in college.
The project will endeavor to find a correlation between students' scores on college entry exams and
grades they earn in college, according to Penny
Gresham, dean of academic service and enrollment
management at Winona State.
Gresham said the research will start with filing
freshmens' entry exam scores and keep track of their
performances throughout four years in college.
If the result of the four-year research sheds some
light on the correlation between entry exam scores and
students' prospective academic performances, it will
improve the university's services to students, Gresham
said.
The university will be able to identify, at the moment
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Tough road ahead for women in employment
By LIZ MILLER
Staff Reporter

A million more women have gone into wage
employment within the past decade according
to a 1985 United Nations report.
And it is affirmative action laws and programs that can be credited, in part, for this progress, according to Elly Colapietro, affirmative
action directer at Winona State University.
Affirmative action is a planned effort to
assure equal opportunity in the recruitment and
promotion of women and other underrepresented groups in the workplace.
It differs from equal opportunity employment
in that it is an active attempt to recruit
minorities, according to Elly Colapietro.
"Affirmative action is not just opening the
door to minorities, its getting you in," she
added.
There is an affirmative action office located
on Winona State's campus, where any student,
regardless of race or sex, may receive support,
counseling and representation in the event that
he or she is treated unfairly, sexually harassed or discriminated against.
By law, sexual harassment is characterized as unwelcomed sexually motivated physical
contacts or sexually derogatory statements and
verbal sexual advances, said Colapietro.

"Some people will say when women were in the
home, life was a lot easier."—Colapietro
Sexual discrimination can be defined as
making a decision based on gender, not on
capability. Both seYua, harassment and sexual discrimination are punishable by law.
The ideal goal of affirmative action, said Colapietro, is to have a workplace representative
of available talent pools.
If 50 percent of all Ph.D.'s are granted to
women in English, then, ideally, half of those
employed in English would be female.
The process of affirmative action begins with
a fair investigation of a problem, according to
Colapietro.
She tries to empower a student who makes
a grievance by making him or her aware of all
the options open. She also tries to help women
to realize that they are capable of doing
something about the situation.
"What a student tends to do is just get
through the quarter and never take the teacher
again," she said.
If the student does not feel comfortable con-
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fronting the person whom the action is being
taken against, Colapietro may suggest writing
that person a letter or refer the student to talk
to the dean of that department.
Colapietro said that 99 percent of sexual harassment complaints are resolved by making
the violator aware that he or she is violating
the student's rights.
That percentage of complaints that are nut
resolved informally can result in a verbal or
written warning and ultimately a disciplinary
suspension (if the violator is a WSU employee),
according to Colapietro.
Why is it that women make up a majority of
the population, yet they are underepresented
in the workplace?
Sexual discrimination stems from the resentment of the preferential treatment of females
or other minorities, Colapietro said.
"Some people will say when women were
in the home, life was a lot easier," she added.
Many women currently hold positions in mid-

Acquaintance rape on the rise
By LIZ MILLER

with their perpetrators, according to

Staff Reporter

Constance Hoveland-Belden.
The number of victims acquaintance rape claims each year is on the
rise.
Between 1970 and 1980, the
number of reported rapes jumped 94
percent, according to MDC statistics.
College-age women are especially prime candidates for acquaintance
rape according to Hoveland-Belden.
In acquaintance rape, the
perpetrator can be someone with
whom an ongoing -relationship has
been established, such as a
neighbor, friend, girlfriend or
boyfriend.
Hoveland-Belden said that the
reason that college-age women are
likely victims of acquaintance rape is
because it is common for them to
meet many new people and do quite
a bit of dating.
Society, mistakenly, often tends to
hold victims of sexual assault
responsible for their own assault, according to Hoveland-Belden.
Although some people believe that
there are certain types of dress or
provacative mannerisms which tend
to invite perpetrators, HovelandBelden disagrees.
"Sexual assault is a crime of
violence, not a crime of passion,"
she said. "If it were a crime of passion, it would have something to . do
with appearance."
Women are also commonly accus-

One in four women will be sexually assaulted at least once in her
lifetime, according to the Winona
Women's Resource Center director.
And 75 percent of women who are
sexually assaulted are acquainted
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dle management,but the males still dominate
the higher decision making positions such as
the presidential and the vice-presidential positions in corporations, Colapietro said.
As long as the decision makers are a
homogeneous group, she believes that they are
likely to hire people that are part of that same
group.
To get a greater percentage of women
employed will be a difficult task, according to
Colapietro.
The workplace is geared towards a person
who is able to Work a 60-hour week.
The traditional responsibilities of women,
such as cooking, cleaning and caring for
children, don't allow women the time for a job.
"This is what ultimately wears down a lot of
women. They just get too tired."
But the future of women in the workplace
could hold changes, according to Colapietro.
"I, would predict that we will see a woman vicepresident (of the United States) within the next
20 years," she said.
But she believes that men and women need
to work together for these changes.
To make an appointment with the Affirmative
Action Officer, Elly Colapietro, the number is
457-5008 in room 216 of Somsen Hall.
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ed of acting irresponsibly and naive.
"Certainly people do not always use
common sense, but just because
they don't doesn't mean that they are
asking to be assaulted," said
Hoveland-Belden.
An assault victim's treatment
could be compared to that of a robbery victim. "We don't ask a robbery
victim why he didn't carry his wallet
in a less conspicuous place, so why
do we blame the rape victim for being raped?"
"You should be able to walk home
from a movie without being blamed
for being assaulted,". She said.
Society is attempting to subdue its
own fears by blaming the victim. "If
we can blame assault on people's
appearance and what they do then
we don't have to accept the fact that
everyone is vulnerable," said
Hoveland-Belden.
Although it is the minority of men
who actually are perpetrators, many
men are responsible for instilling the
attitude in women that they are
responsible for their own assaults,
Hoveland-Belden said.
There are a continuum of controls
which men have over women, she
added. According to HovelandBelden, these include overt controls
such as sexual harassment and
more subtle controls, such as
manipulative anger and passive

See Rape, page 12
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Nursing students practice profession in health fair
By SHERI JACOBSON
Variety Editor
The cement walls and dampness of an old
warehouse on Winona's east end was interrupted by more than 82 people taking part
in a health fair late last week.
Winona Industries, Inc. employees and
families took part in Health Bound, which
was organized by Community Memorial
Hospital and staffed by about 20 Winona
State University nursing and cardiac
rehabilitation students, who manned booths,
gave blood pressure and fitness tests,
cancer risk assessments, vision tests, and
relayed health education information.
According to Angel Weisbrad, R.N. from
Community Memorial Hospital and coordinator of the health fair, the objectives
behind the fair were to give company
employees and families basic information on
health interests, risks and needs and to give
participants feedback on how they can improve their lifestyles, based on their current
health.
"We use nursing students because it's
giving them experience. It definitely keeps
you on your toes," said Weisbrad. And the
nursing students help the hospital.
Weisbrad contacted Karen Gardener, an
associate professor in nursing at Winona
State, about getting interested students to
work at the fair.
"These hours for the nursing students go
towards community (service) work,"
said Weisbrad.
Nursing students are required to put in 40

hours of community work for the required
public health class offered winter quarter.
Senior nursing student Barb Wood said
she had people doing sit-ups for one minute.
"It gives them an idea of where their
fitness level is at," said Wood.
For example, according to a chart Wood
used, women between the ages of 20 and
29 who did 52 or more sit-ups were in excellent condition, while those who did between 8 and 18 sit-ups were in very poor
health. There were numbers on the chart indicating health fitness levels between excellent and very poor.
The chart showed that men between the
ages of 20 and 29 who did 51 or more sit
ups in one minute were in excellent condition, while those who did 17 to 24 sit ups in
one minute were in very poor condition.
In addition, Wood measured people performing flexibility exercises and an exercise
where people stepped up and down from a
block for three minutes, which measured
their pulse rates.
Joni Langowski, L.P.N., measured body
fat composition. "Your body does need a
certain percentage of body fat," said
Langoski.
"The women's rates were relatively higher
than men," she added.
Tami Witzmann, senior nursing student,
tested blood pressures from 2 until 6 p.m.
Friday.
"I learned how to be out in the public. It's
neat to see how people are different," said
Witzmann.

Study
Continued from page 10
adjust to social and academic environments
of college life, said Martin.
In addition, Martin said that some students
may not complete their study at Winona
State, which adds some difficulty to a comprehensive study.
"This is only a diagnostic reasearch," said
Martin. If it does not reveal the reality, he

said they will search for other ways.
In 1984 the English department at Winona
State had a Standard Test of Written English
to determine freshmens' language proficiency and predict their later performances.
But the test didn't yield solid conclusions
because only 100 students took the test,
said Richard Coughlin, dean of liberal arts.

Forensics

Continued from page 10
No experience is necessary to join and inmunications and theatre arts department in
terested persons should contact Carver, the Performing Arts Center.
Rick Hudson or Kent Hummel in the com-

Winonan photo by David Johnson

Andrea oartos and martna musneK, both senior nursing students at Winona state university, take a break during the health fair last friday to take a stress test.

Rape
Continued from page 11
adherence to sex roles and the division of labor.
Men do not have to sexually
assault women to be considered
perpetrators of the crime. "Men who
make sexual remarks to women do
not think of themselves as contributors to the problem of violence
against women, but in a sense, they
are. It is important for men to look at
their behavior even it they aren't batterers," said Hoveland-Belden.
Because society tends to point the
finger at the victim, the victim will
often begin to believe that she is, indeed, responsible for being
assaulted.
Although Hoveland-Belden encourages women to take precautions, such as carrying weapons,

staying in public places when out on
a date with an acquaintance, she
said that these precautions don't
necessarily insure safety.
"No matter what steps you take to
avoid being assaulted, sometimes it
is unavoidable," she said.
Assault victims should not hold
themselves responsible for someone
elses crime.
What are the options in seeking
help for an assault victim? "A victim
should contact anyone that she
trusts and review the options with
her," said Hoveland-Belden.
The most important thing is that
she confides in someone and one
option is to report the assault to the
police.
However, if the victim intends to

REALITY

prosecute, it is important that she
has an evidence exam immediately
after being assaulted.
The Women's Resource Center's
trained advocates are available 24
hours a day to discuss a victim's options confidentially.
Safe homes, which are places
where a victim can temporarily take
refuge, are also offered through the
Women's Resource Center.
"The idea is to empower women

and do this by giving them support
and showing them their options,"
said Hoveland-Belden.
The Women's Resource Center is
in need of advocates and safe home
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Sports
Warriors squeeze past Bemidji
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

It took the Winona State University volleyball team five games, but
they defeated Bemidji State University to up their Northern Sun Conference Record to 3-1 and their overall record to 10-5.
"We played poorly for one and a half games," said Warrior Coach
Lavonne Fiereck. "We made a big comeback in the second game then
lost and we played very flat in the third game, but after that we played well.
Down two games to one the Warriors took advantage of Bemidji
mistakes in the fourth and fifth games.
"They had a lot of long serves and we were able to capitalize on their
mistakes, I'm pleased, said Fiereck.
Offensively, Shelly Burow was high with 13 ace kills. Karen Severson
had 12 kills and Laura Allen added 11.
Junior Captain Deb Steward accounted for 39 assists from her setter
position.
Fiereck noted that the Warriors had a lot of good serves, but as a whole
the team didn't serve well. Severson led the Warriors with six ace serves.
The Warriors will be returning to Bemidji for a NSC game against Northern State College tomorrow night. Then on Friday and Saturday Bemidji
State will be hosting the NSC Tournament.
"This is a big weekend for us," said Fiereck, "if we beat the teams
we are supposed to beat we should finish in second place."
Fiereck points to the University of Minnesota-Duluth as strong favorites
to capture the conference championship, though she noted, "on a neutral
court anything is liable to happen."
The Warriors were in action last night against Luther College, but the
results were not available at press time.

Men 4th in NIC
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

Winonan photo by David Johnson

Shelly Burroar attempts to tip the ball back into the Panthers' court during last Tuesday's three-game
loss to Iowa.

Severson,
District 13
player of
the week
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

Winona State University volleyball
player Karen Severson was named
District 13 player of the week, last
week.
Severson led an aggressive Warrior
front line with 10 ace kills against the
University of Minnesota-Morris.
"I was surprised to hear about it,"
said Severson, "I didn't think I
played that well."
Severson said that she entered the
season with making the All-Northern
Sun Conference team as one of her
goals, but said that the team winning the conference championship
was her number one priority.
Severson came back last week
with another good NSC performance
as she had 12 ace kills and six ace
serves in the Warriors win over
Bemidji State University.

The fall season came to an end for
the Winona State University men's
golf team, as they placed fourth in
the Northern Intercoller ,ate Conference Tournament
Bemidji State University won the
54-hole tourney with a score of
1,149. The University of MinnesotaDuluth finished 17 strokes off with a
1,166 to nab second place.
The host team, Moorhead State
University turned in a score of 1,177
for third place.
The Warriors carded a 1,209 to
take fourth and Northern State College had a 1,235 to nail down last
place.
The University of MinnesotaMorris and Southwest State University don't have golf programs.

Winona State Head Coach Dwight
Marston had no excuses for his team
low finish.
"The weather was great, it was the
best we've had to play in this fall,"
Marston said. "We just didn't play
well."
Marston said that there is no way
they can blame the difficulty of the
Moorhead Country Club because the
team had turned in good scores on
courses that were similar to that.
"I think that some of the players
weren't as strong as they thought
they are," added Marston.
Bill Banton was low for the Warriors with a 234. Dave Honsey carded a 236. Larry Norland and Steve
Modjeski shot 242 and 248 respectively. Karl Gjneres and Tom
.

See Golf page 15

Running in a class by themselves
By KURT MOSSON
Asst. Sports Editor

What makes a person run mile
after mile? Winona State University
has two runners who would gladly
address that question.They are Larry
Elvebak and Tracy Nelson.
For Elvebak, it has been
something that he has been doing for
the last four years and for Nelson it
has been three and one half years.
What both of them do is run track in
the spring and cross country in the
fall. This feat isn't something many
student athletes can do, but these
runners find that it is well worth the
hard work.
Elvebak comes to Winona State
via Kiester, Minn. where he first
started to run.
"I was a four sport athlete in high
school," said Elvebak, " which I feel Larry Elvebeck
helped me adapt to therigoroustrain- Elvebak.
One year later he also joined the
ing styles of long distant running."
Elvebak came to Winona State cross country team and soon
became a three year captain.
with the intentions of wrestling, only
Elvebak feels he owes some of his
to find out that Winona State had
success to the coaching staff, saying,
cancelled it's wrestling program.
"I figured I would need to do "When I came here, I had virtually
something to keep me busy so I look- zero knowledge about the strategies
ed into joining the track team," said and basics of running. Coaches (Dar-

Tracy Nelson
ryl) Henderson and (Bob) Kiester
were able to mold me into the type
of runner they thought I should be;
so, if any credit is to be given, at least
90 percent should go to my
coaches."
According to Elvebak, his driving
force has been Henderson.
"Since he (Henderson) was

Winona State's only All-American
runner, I would like to share in his
achievements, and be just as good
as he was." Elvebak would also like
to advance to the national's and
maybe have a good day and bring
another All-American runner to
Winona State.
As for Nelson, she has already
become an All- American runner.
She obtained this honor in the NAIA
outdoor tournament in late May. She
finished first in the marathon (26.2
mile run).
Nelson is in her junior year and is
from Spring Lake Park, Minn.
In only her third year in long
distance running, her accomplishments have been far more
than could be expected.
Nelson was also a multi-sport participant in high school. None of which
included cross country or track. They
were sports that she started since
coming to college.
"I like being successful," said
Nelson "and trying hard yields
success." Nelson went on to say,"To
be successful in cross country a person must be very dedicated and love
See Class page 16
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Wayno's
Picks

Intramural Results

In the Huddle

Flag Football

By Wayne
Bower

Wake up Vike fans
Sunday afternoon a giant alarm clock went off and awoke the Minnesota
Vikings and their fans.
It was time to face facts and it was left up to the World Champion
Chicago Bears to introduce their friends from the north to the NFL.
The mighty Vikings boasted a 3-1 record. This fantastic start came
against teams that had an accumulated record of 3-13. Keep in mind one
of those three victories came against the Vikings themselves.
The Vikings swaggered into Soldier Field with the number one rated
passer (Tommy Kramer) and the number one defense.
They left with their tails between their legs and their sixth straight loss
against the Bears. Oh yeah, but what about the 70's right?
The sad thing about the game was that all the Viking fans knew that
their purple people eaters wouldn't win on Sunday, or at least that's what
they said after the game.
"Kramer is a bum," "They'll never win with him," "Who ever calls those
plays sucks," Do any of these comments sound familiar?
They should, they make up a big part of most Viking boosters
vocabulary.
Can you say fare-weather fans?
Before the game on Sunday I heard from numerous amount of people
that in "Wayno's Picks" I should have picked the Vikings to win the game.
I'll have you know none of these nameless people were willing to bet me
even-up on the game.
That brings me to another point. A true Minnesota Viking fan has three
heroes. Fran Tarkenton, Bud Grant and the point spread.
I just had a tough time understanding why all these confident fans
wouldn't be willing to back their team without running for the assistance
of Jimmy the Geek.
How can I say all these terrible things about the Vikings, just because
they are pro footballsperennial chokers.Four superbowls, 0-4 record. Get
there four times Bears then you can talk, right? Well, win one then you
can talk Vikes.
I don't mean to get so negative about the Vikings, they do have a very
respectable defense. In fact if it weren't for the Vikes defense that 23-0
score could have easily been 40-0 if not worse (even though Willie Gault
dropped a touchdown pass and Jim McMahon scored on the first sneak
attempt he had at the end of the first half).
In my opinion, which is worth as much as you want it to be, the Vikes
are a couple of years away from making a legitimate bid for the playoffs. This year is out of the question, but a wild card play-off berth isn't
far away.
If you're wondering why I say wild card, it's because the Bears will own
the NFC Central Division for many years to come. In fact Mike Ditka (who
will go down in history as one of the greatest coachs in the NFL) and
Jim McMahon (who is 20-0 in his last 20 starts) will deliver another Superbowl Championship to the Windy City in the 80s.
By the way, if I offended any of you die hard (and often) Minnesota
Viking fans, don't express your opinion verbally. Take time and write me
a letter (use your crayons if need be) Phelps Hall room 113. I will address your comments in a later issue.

Volleyball

Big Wop 3, FNA 0
Budmen 8, Hooters 0
Strohs Bros 25, Zeps 12 Jammers II 3, Dynamite 0
Buzzards 25, Spracks 19 Zombies 2, Leftovers 1
1st Prentis 12, MC's 7 REM 2, Mashers 1
Watcha 3, Bumpers 0
Chokers 39, 69ers 0
Brown Eyes 13, Spuds 7 Ball Bangers-Forfeit
Duckbills 12, Guzzlers 9 Volley Dolls 3, WWW 0
Blitz K 25, Shady Rest 12 Jammers 3, Disaster 0
SMEGS 2, Smashers 1
Blitz 42, Panthers 12
Townies 33, Brewers 20 V-Court 3, Eliminaters 0
Men's Club 31, Hi-brau's 0 Lil Darlings 3, Hecklers 0
Umbrellas 3, Strivers 0
Nasty Girls 3, Off 0

F

Dead End

e don't go out alone, but
we come back that way
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49ERS by 10/Vikings
DOLPHINS by 7/Bills
Bears by 14/OILERS
Lions by 3/PACKERS
BROWNS by 3/Chiefs
Rams by 3/FALCONS
Saints/COLTS-pickem
PATRIOTS by 3/Jets
Cards by 7/TAMPA BAY
COWBOYS by 3/Redskins
RAIDERS by 3/Seahawks
GIANTS by 7/Eagles
Broncos by 7/CHARGERS
BENGALS by 10/Steelers

R E D S H I R TOur forte is experience,
RANCH come experience our forte.

QUESTION #2.

HOW CAN THE BUDGET-CONSCIOUS
COLLEGE STUDENT SAVE MONEY?
a) Save over 50% off AT&T's weekday rates on
out-of-state calls during nights and weekends.
b) Don't buy textbooks when "Monarch Notes" will do
just fine.
c) Save 40% off AT&T's weekday rate on out-of-state
calls during evenings.
d) Count on AT&T for exceptional value and high quality
service.
e) Hang around with the richest kids in school; let them
pick up the tab whenever possible.

.

If you're like most college students in the western hemisphere,
you try to make your money go a long way. That's why you should
know that AT&T Long Distance Service is the right choice for you.
*- AT&T—Orfers so many terrific values. For example, you
can save over 50% off AT&T's day rate on calls during
until 5 pm Sunday, and from 11 pm
weekends
Sunday through Friday.
t to 8 am,
Call between 5 pm and 11 pm,
Sunday through Friday, and you'll save 40%
off our day rate.
Ever dial a wrong number? AT&T gives you
jrnmediate credit,if you do. And of course, you can count on
AT&T for clear long distance connections any place you call.
To find out more about how AT&T can help save you money,
give us a call. With a little luck, you won't have toang around with
the rich kids. Call toll-free today, atq:EAP- 222-OWL----•

Welcome Alumni
See us for
Beer, Wine, Liquor
Imported Beers, Wine
Coolers
Ice
Mixes
Kegs

‘#/p067

Check Our Daily
Specials

DISCOUNT LIQUOR
(Between Taco Johns and Little Caesers)

.1.■•••••••■....1

Nialmairwor
—414.11•■•

(.0 1986 AT6T

AT&T

The right choice.
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Warriors destroyed by Duluth, 49-0
"They could have done anything they wanted to
at any given time, and that is what I'm most
disappointed about"
Martin
By WAYNE BOWER
Sports Editor

Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen

Phil Deichel, junior outside linebacker for Duluth, slips off Warrior halfback Dan Reidmond (42) during
a third-quarter play last Saturday.

The Winona State University football team spent a week in Duluth Saturday afternoon as they were blown off the field, 49-0.
The University of Minnesota-Duluth dominated the Warriors in every
imaginable statistic, except punting average. That was because Duluths
offense was never forced into a punting situation and never turned the
ball over on downs.
The Warriors were able to get six first downs to Duluth's 27. The Warrior offense rolled up 50 total yards while Duluth managed 453 total yards.
"They could have done anything they wanted to at any given time, and
that is what I'm the most disappointed about," said Warrior Head Coach
John Martin.
Duluth's 1985 All-Northern Intercollegiate Conference halfback Cory
Veech was business as usual rushing for 142 yards and two touchdowns
and catching four passes for 32 yards and one touchdown.
"He's got moves," said Martin referring to Veech. "He isn't only
punishing when he runs, but he is able to get away, also."
The Winona State offensive line that allowed 10 quarterback sacks a
week ago, reopened the flood gates for seven sacks on Saturday.
"We couldn't give our quarterbacks any time," said Martin. "It wasn't
a case of our quarterbacks not having any ability to hit receivers, it was
the lines inability to keep the defense out."
Warrior quarterbacks Brent Edwards and Mike Hetrick combined for
six completions in 19 attempts for 47 yards.
At this point in the season, Martin is looking to the future and has given
the starting job to Edwards, who is a sophomore. "I'm looking ahead,"
said Martin, "and Edwards needs as much playing time. I think Mike
understands that."
Darren Ripley led the Warriors in receiving with three receptions for
21 yards. Dan Redmond netted 19 yards rushing to lead Winona States'
limited ground attack
The Warriors will be taking on Southwest State University on Saturday for Winona States' homecoming.
Southwest State is coming off a 13-7 victory against Moorhead State
University.
The victory makes Southwest State 1-0 in NIC play and 2-2 overall.
The loss drops the Warriors record to a dismal 0-4-1, the worst start
since 1976 when they lost their first nine games before defeating
Southwest State in the season finale.

Sugar Shack

•
off anyl•SK ring.

Eight kegs in Austin
Thanks Mort

STUDENT
DISCOUNT
Get the $6 cut that looks
twice the price for

5495

off any 14K ring.

COST CUTTERS
FAMILY HAIR CARE SHOPS

•
off any 10K ring.

Winona Mall
Professional Building
1213 Gilmore Ave.
454.6030

For one week only, order and save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete
details, see your Jostens representatiVe.

Not valid with any other
offer or on Saturdays.
Student ID with coupon
required.
Expires 11/14/86
3

Golf

Continued from page 13

Chambers rounded out the six man
field with a 251 and a 257.
The Warriors carried four
freshmen through most of the
season and Marston is hoping that
the experience that they obtained in
the fall will help in the spring.
"We will be making a run at the
District Championship in May," said
Marston. "We will get another
chance to challenge Bemidji State
and Duluth."
Marston mentioned that he will be
looking for some additions to the
spring squad.
"I'm looking forward to a strong
finish in every tournament we enter,"
said Marston.

SPRING
BREAK
Don't stay home and freeze
your check book off.
Scott 452-1147
We're Winners

L____COUPON

JOSTENS
AMERICA'S

ft

COLLEGE.

.-October 20-211.., 10-3
Smaug

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING

RING

Deposit Iteciiiired

■

l';I itirilt plat, ;',111:11,1,
[04.0.we.rd
'

A confidential, non judgmental clinic for family
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
5:00.

VISA'

641/2 W. 5th

452-4307
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Improved men finish
in middle of pack
By KURT MOSSON
Asst. Sports Editor

The Winona State University men's cross country team finished in the
middle of the pack placing seventh out of fourteen teams at the St.Olaf
College Invitational.
The Warriors were led by their senior captain, Larry Elvebak who finished third overall with a time of 26:15.
"The past few weeks Larry has really turned it on, by finishing in the
top five," said coach Daryl Henderson.
Finishing second for the Warriors was Paul Nevera. Nevera finished
26th overall with a time of 27:27. This time is one minute better than
Nevera's best time so far this year.
"Paul has really been working hard these past few weeks and his times
are really starting to show it," said Henderson.
Finishing third for the Warriors was Wade Bergner , who finished 33rd
overall with a time of 28:03.
Fourth for the Warriors was transfer Randy Sipple. Sipple finished 52nd
with a time of 28:18.
Rounding out the scoring for the Warriors was Bill Maze. Maze finished 58th with a time of 28:13.
"Although Bill (Maze) finished 58th, his times weren't that far away
from our other high finishers," said Henderson.
The Warriors seem to be starting to peak, as they are now getting five
of their runners under 29 minutes.
"Our runners are now starting to come along, with a little more improvement we should be ready for the conference invitational, - said
Henderson.
The Northern Intercollegiate Conference Championship is scheduled
for Oct. 25, in Bemidji.
The Warriors have an open weekend and next weekend they will travel
to La Crosse, Wis. for the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse invitational.
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Class
Continued from page 13
what they are doing."
Last year Nelson spent the months
of January and February in Mexico.
During those winter months she was
able to run and study.
"Running in those higher altitudes
helped a lot," said Nelson.
Nelson went to Mexico through the

Common Market Program offered
through Mankato State University.
While there, she was able to take 16
credit hours.
"My trip really helped me out a lot,
as I really improved my Spanish," a
subject that Nelson is working toward
a minor in.
These two athletes will be com-

peting in the rest of the cross country season. The end of the cross
country season will also be the end
of Elvebak's collegiate career, but
Nelson has the indoor and outdoor
track season as well as next year.

THIS DEAL IS SO BIG,WE CAN'T
KEEP THE LID ON IT

•

,,RLA.R
44;7. _i
t
.C

. •

•aiv• zi.54.::4, •
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Women finish 7th
By KURT MOSSON
Asst. Sports Editor

The Winona State University women's cross country team finished
seventh out of fourteen teams Saturday, in the St.Olaf Invitational.
Leading the way for the Warriors was junior Tracy Nelson. Nelson finished third overall with a time of 19:32 while running in the 5000 meter race.
Finishing behind Nelson for Winona State was Kathy Maslowski who
finished 41st with a time of 21:08.
Third for the Warriors and 43rd overall was freshman and Winona
native, Mary Fick.
Fourth for the Warriors was junior Nancy Schneider. Schneider's time
of 21:58 placed her 64th overall. Finishing right along side of Schneider
was Lisa Robinson. Robinson only finished tenths of second behind
Schneider as she came in with a time of 21:58 also, to finish 65th overall.
Winning the meet was the University of Wisconsin-OshKosh who compiled a team total of 43 points. Finishing second was host school St.Olaf
who finished with 51 points. In a distant third place finish was Luther College who ended up with 128 points.
The Warriors finished the day with a team total of 188 points which
placed them seventh overall.
The Warriors have been plagued with some injuries plus a few of the
runners have come down with the flu. But, according to assistant coach
Scott Bestule, the team is putting that behind them.
"We are now starting to get over the problems that have been holding
us back, so now we should be able to really get ready for the District
13 championship," said Bestule.
The NAIA District 13 Championship will be held on Nov. 1st.
Next week the Warriors who entered the tournament ranked 18th in
the NAIA polls, will be competing in the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Invitational on Saturday.

Sp o rts-In-Store
—Winona's largest silkscreeners of T-Shirts & Jerseys
—Lowest prices in the 5 state area.

WEDNESDAY'S 12"
PEPPERONI DOUBLE CHEESE
EXTRA THICK CRUST PIZZA SPECIAL
JUST $5

One Coupon Per Purchase

$500 Off

Any Pair of Shoes
Over $30.00

SPORTS-IN-STORE
3rd & Franklin

454-2442

Expires October 14, 1988 •

,

1.1 os. ..Not Good For Sale Itmes• • OM OM PIO MI
11111
• ■ One Coupon Per Purchase. ow ••

Free T-Shirt

With Purchase of any Shoes over $22.00

II SPORTS-IN-STORE
3rd & Franklin
454-2442
Expires October 14, 1986
Not Good For Sale Items • • • ..

•• Ns =I

01 DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS'
FREE.

JUST ASK FOR WEDNESDAY'S SPECIAL.
DELIVERED IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS. GUARANTEED.

454-6700

909 W. 5th Street, Winona
No substitutions, please. No coupon necessary. Offer good only on Wednesdays. rc 1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Limited delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00.

